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Presidents Report December 2015 – January/February 2016
Hi troops for this New Year 2016. Last things to happen in 2015 were the Bill Evans memorial shoot on 22nd November
and Club Xmas Barbecue on 8th December. Great Barby efficiently catered for and cooked delectably by Richard,
Leighton and Myself with about 65 members and Family attending. It always seems to be a great social event and the
food was in abundance followed by desert supplied by the Ladies which was also in abundance. Well done Guys and
thanks for the result.

Winner
Phil Smith

For the Collectors Shoot, with about 30 shooting for the day. Overall Bill Evans shoot
winners with 157 points was Phil Smith shooting 20 rounds with his black powder, equal
second was David Bruce and Myself on 144 and third was Chris Jolme on 135. Great shoot
Guys. A general shoot followed with the milo tins again getting a pasting. Richard again
efficiently cooked the Barby for the day, which was greatly appreciated, I am sure no-one
went hungry or thirsty.

Australia Day been and gone now. Tuesday 26th January. If you were there at the Lake for
Australia Day, I hope you called in to support those waving the flag for your club. Following
members displayed and was of a very high standard and well balanced. John Oakes
displayed his Knives and as usual was a great ambassador mixing with onlookers, Andrew
Brown displayed a Quality display of Watches, his uncle Steve Brown displayed some of his
Quality Trench art. Jimmy Murtugh a fine display of War Artefacts, Phil Brown parked a
fine twin cylinder donkey engine in the gap there followed by Gloria Pilven’s Bendigo Theatre Company Programs and
Leighton’s odd and interesting Bendigo and Australian memorabilia. Les Lewis as a natural socialiser also put on a fine
display of some of his Interesting time pieces. The display looked and worked well and I must congratulate all members
who helped setup, displayed and broke down the site as it certainly helped make the day manageable and successful.
Below left, Chief Chef Richard Penna & Chief Joke Teller Don Pryor

John Oakes with his ’Fairy House’
carving adored by kids passing by!
If you need information and or help with Collecting, club issues and LRB Forms seek out our website found at
www.collectorsbendigo.com.au and see how it can help. Matt constantly updates it with helpful links, information and
it should be your first stop for information and news about the club and events.
The committee is also now starting the first leg of preparation for our 2016 Collectors show, so again keep the dates of
27th and 28 August 2016 on your calendar
Again, I leave this with you, in collecting, Gee Pee

Golden City Collectors Assoc. Inc. of Bendigo
February Committee Meeting held at the home of Chris Jolme – 4 Feb. 2016
Present: Greg Penna, Leighton Rawlings, Chris Jolme, Les Lewis, Sue Rawlings, Vic Lane, Phil Smith, Phil Brown, Tim
Fitzgerald, Richard Penna. & Matt Carra
Apologies: Richard Arman
L Lewis moved that the apology is accepted. 2nd. V. Lane Carried
Minutes of the Previous Meeting: The minutes of the 5 November 2015 Committee Meeting were read.
(There was no December or January Committee Meeting)
M Carra moved that the minutes are accepted as a true record of that meeting. 2nd. P Smith. Carried
Business Arising:
1. Door Prize of weekend at Anglesea. S Rawlings reported arrangements had been made for it to be taken.
2. Post Office Gallery Exhibition organisers have been in contact with Andrew Brown re including his watch
collection in the ’Collectors’ themed exhibition beginning in March. May have also contacted Eddie Ford re
his barbed wire collection as they had expressed an interest in including it.
Correspondence In:
1. Loddon Shire re Collectors Haven (listing collectable venues worth visiting & offering free DVD)
2. Bendigo Bank Statement No 206 – Ladies Committee
3. Newsletter – Antique & Historical Arms Collectors Guild of Victoria’s ‘Very Light’ – January 2016
Correspondence Out: 1. Paperwork for Australia Day display. Moved by P Brown that ‘Correspondence In’ is
accepted & ‘Correspondence Out’ endorsed. 2nd. T Fitzgerald. Carried.
Treasurer’s Report: Richard Penna reported that the Bank Statement & Ledger Balance matched. Details available
at February General Meeting. Moved the Treasurers Report is accepted M Carra. 2nd L Rawlings. Carried.
Membership Report: No new members
General Business:
1. Door Prize for 2016 Annual Show. Sue Rawlings reported that Jackie Reid Harvey had offered to make a
Quilt. The Committee agreed this was a good idea and agreed the Club should reimburse Jackie for the
materials. Possibly include a collecting theme if material available to do so.
2. Queries via the Website re latest membership cards being available. Referred to Richard Penna
3. Richard Penna to supply Sue Rawlings & Karen Carr with the current contact details of Members so they can
ring them to acquire email addresses for delivery of the Parthian Shot newsletter electronically.
4. Website. Matt Carra tabled an account for $60 for the Domain Name for 2 years from MYOB (Other costs
are $10 per month). Sue Rawlings to liaise with Matt on website. Matt does great job keeping up-to-date
information on firearms related downloads. Sue offered to Archive old downloads and give the website a
cosmetic facelift & have access to emails sent to the website in case they needed including in the newsletter.
5. Annual Show preparation. At the April Committee Meeting draw up on butchers paper a list of all jobs
needed doing and a timeline for Richard Arman to oversee, delegating where necessary.
6. Tim Fitzgerald passed on details of Museums at both Mitiamo and Pyramid Hill that are open each Tuesday
and well worth a visit, and a café in the old State Savings Bank in Pyramid Hill which is excellent. If we
contacted these Museums, they may open on a weekend if we are contemplating a GCCA trip there.
7. The Don McKinnon Memorial Show & Tell Award for 2015 will be announced at the Feb. Meeting and the
Shield presented to the winner. L Rawlings to organised creation and engraving of the Shield.
8. Matt Carra suggested a shoot could possibly be named after Don McKinnon. Further discussion needed.
MEETING CLOSED: 9.10 pm

Letters to the Editor
Hello,
I am a new member of the club and as yet not been able to go to any functions or meetings, but I do read the
monthly newsletter.
I was a firearms dealer and armourer in the USA for 45 years and retired to Australia, (married to an Australian
girl). It’s funny for me to see the same closed minds of the anti-firearm movement here as it is in the US. Due to the
"no second amendment" in Australia they seem to be more successful with their attempts to stop any firearm being
available.
So with that in mind I thought I would pose a conundrum for politician's to think about.
We are advised to NOT judge ALL Muslims by the actions of a few lunatics, but we are encouraged to judge ALL
gun owners by the actions of a few lunatics.
Tony Hobson
Wedderburn
**********************************************************************************
Hi Golden City Collectors Members,
I am trying to track down a somewhat obscure single shot 22 Rimfire rifle that I know came into Bendigo shops in
limited numbers pre 1950, and possibly as early as 1920s. My family is from Bendigo and my father had an Iver
Johnson single shot made by the Iver Johnson bicycle company in the US. The main thing that stands out on this is
the odd safety which is at the back of the bolt. When the bolt is cocked, the rear knob goes up about 30 degrees and
must be depressed with your thumb before it is fired. I have found a YouTube link with one of the models (X and 2X)
shown. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kmHd4lkCmSc
I can’t find any for sale. Do you or any members have one, or know of someone who wants to sell? I want one that is
a good shooter, and not just for a collection.
Thanks
David Robertson
Email: robe083@bigpond.com

Contact Roger or Pauline (pictured above with our President
Greg Penna at the 2014 Annual Show) on their Website
www.bundukibooks.com.au or by email at
austoil@bundukibooks.com.au or by telephone on
03 5865 5583

More on the Adler Lever Action Shotgun
One of our members corresponds with a relative who is a keen gun owner and a police officer of some 30 years.
Recently they have been corresponding about the Adler Lever Action Shot gun. Here, for the interest of members, is a
copy of an email from the relative. Whether you agree or disagree with his viewpoint, it makes for interesting
reading. Editor.

Get rid of them!
I say this knowing that there has been much debate that has thrust our sport into the media spotlight once again and
all for the wrong reasons. With the benefit of the world events of recent times, shooters can ill afford to be
perceived within the general and greatly ignorant community as anything but responsible and level headed people.
Now I know that a great deal of the argument for these guns is based around the simple fact that they do not
technically fall within the category of a restricted type of firearm and as such, should be available for purchase on a
Cat A & B licence. That is correct.
When Mr. Howard banned semi autos and pumps after Port Arthur, I believe his intention was to remove high
capacity/high rate of fire weapons from the general community. Now don’t get me wrong here I didn’t agree with
him and I lost three guns to the buy back and was made to feel like a criminal when I handed them in. I haven’t
forgotten that and I did not agree with Howard.
If you look at the Adler, it is an evolved version of the lever action shotgun that ticks all the boxes of a category C
firearm, yet does not technically comply because of its mechanism of cycling the rounds. These types of guns have
been around since the 1800’s. No biggie. The Adler has focussed on the basic lever action design but improved it
to such an extent that it is capable of almost semi-auto speed. Good on them for thinking out of the box.
Here’s the BUT.
Is there a real need in our shooting community for a firearm of this type? I doubt that you would be welcome at a
gun club with it. Duck shooting is fairly stuffed these days so why do we need a gun of this type to bag our ten bird
limit? Does this gun actually work against shooters as a whole because of the extremely negative public perception
that has been created by a largely uninformed and agenda driven media in this country in combination with certain
political agendas held by other interested people? Of course it does.
What I will say is that shooters are not exactly doing themselves a favour by going to war over their technicality
driven right to buy these guns on their Cat A&B licence in my view. The bigger and longer term damage to the sport
and to the perception of the sport is the point at issue. If we are to survive as shooters and to continue to be
allowed to possess guns then I think (and it is only one bloke thinkin’ here) then we as a shooting community must
critically examine the larger issues and perhaps have the courage to say that in the interests of our sport, we don’t
really think that these things should be available on a Cat A&B licence. I’m just putting it out there so don’t shoot
me for it. To take things further, I have spent thousands of dollars on my guns and I am not going to be too happy if
some dickhead, who let’s face it, wants to go pig shooting once or twice a year or by reason of phallic
disappointment feels that he has a God given right to own one of these lever action things stuffs things up for
everyone by causing the Federal or State Governments into having to revisit their gun laws because of these Adlers
and, that as a result, they change existing laws to prevent me doing what I do with my guns. I’m sorry but I don’t
support them at all. We should just let them be a Cat C firearm and be done with them.
The way things are, especially with the terror stuff, we cannot afford to get the general public off side. Good God,
imagine what would happen if there was a mass shooting here again. That would be game over for private gun
ownership for good.
Now I know what people will say, and that is that if we cave in on the Adlers, what’s next? Well, that might be the
case, but fellow shooters, let me tell you that from my experience, shooters can be their own worst enemy and the
anti-gunners only have to sit back and wait for one from our ranks to stuff it all up through an act of stupidity and
their work is done.

Never underestimate people’s stupidity.
I say that with 30 years of policing behind me. We must be seen as responsible and willing to take the lead and to
an extent self-govern our sport in the interest of not just the shooting community but the broader community as
well and if that means we have to say thanks but no thanks to the Adler then we should have the courage and sense
to say no to them. We need to fight the fights that are deserving of it, not just fight for the sake of it or for a
technicality that is just not in the interests of the sport as a whole. The people importing them need to have a good
look at themselves as well and to consider something other than a quick buck.

Editorial on gun control - Bendigo Advertiser. Jan. 18, 2016

No room for complacency on gun control
GUNS are a reality in regional areas.
Be they used for pest control, recreational shooting and hunting, or some other purpose, Bendigo is awash with legal
weapons.
In 2014, according to Victoria Police statistics, the 3550 and 3551 postcodes had 14,507 registered firearms.
This figure included thousands of shotguns, hundreds of handguns, and dozens of semi-automatic longarms.
With so many guns present in the community, it is little wonder Bendigo is a prime target for firearm thieves. Some
39 guns stolen in the region over the last two years remain unaccounted for.
Two recent incidents, one in which a shotgun was fired into a Sternberg Street house and another in which a man
presented at Bendigo Health with a bullet wound, are deeply concerning.
Australia has been lauded – most recently by US president Barack Obama – for the gun-control laws implemented
after the Port Arthur massacre in 1996 in which 35 people were killed and two dozen injured.
The Howard government standardised gun laws across all states and territories, imposed two separate buyback
schemes for certain types of weapons and significantly toughened penalties for gun-related offences.
The policy saw the removal and destruction of tens of thousands of firearms from society and, to this point, has
played a significant role in preventing any subsequent mass and spree shootings.
Research also indicates the unprecedented laws have resulted in a reduction in guns used in suicides and homicides.
However, as successful as these changes have proved, Australia cannot afford to be complacent.
For as long as there are criminals, there will be a demand for firearms that cannot be traced directly back to
them. That is why the guns stored in safes in homes and farmhouses across regional areas have become so sought
after.
Late last year, Superintendent Craig Gillard of Victoria Police proposed new laws banning the keeping of weapons at
hobby farms or holiday houses, as well as forcing owners to install more secure safes.
With most gun thefts occurring at isolated premises when the owner is not present, it makes sense guns should be
kept at a primary place of residence. The Victorian government should make this change a priority in 2016.
- Ross Tyson, deputy editor

Loose cannons: Illegal firearms in the hands of criminals
By JASON WALLS
Bendigo Advertiser - Jan. 18, 2016

Detectives James O'Bree and Ben Manning with illegal guns seized
by police. Picture: DARREN HOWE
Almost 40 illegal firearms remain in the hands of criminals
across central Victoria after being stolen over the past two years,
raising concerns among Bendigo police they could be used in
violent crime.
Police have appealed for assistance in locating the missing
weapons following incidents in which a shotgun was fired through
the front door of a house in Sternberg Street on December 17 and a man presented at Bendigo Health
suffering a gunshot wound on November 27 last year.
We don’t want to see any of these firearms used in offences such as armed robberies or anyone being
injured or potentially killed. - Detective Leading Senior Constable Glen Fisher
There was no one home at the address at the time of the December shooting and no one was injured but
police say the wounded man in the November incident has been uncooperative.
“That victim remains tight-lipped,” Detective Leading Senior Constable Glen Fisher of the Bendigo Crime
Investigation Unit said.
Investigations into both incidents are ongoing.
A total of 39 firearms which were stolen in the Bendigo area between January 2014 and December 2015
are yet to be recovered and Detective Leading Senior Constable Fisher said many more had been stolen
during that time and subsequently recovered by police.
“In one instance there were eight firearms stolen in one incident,” he said.
“We still have 40 firearms in the last two years that have not been recovered, the investigation is still
unsolved, at the same time there’s been many investigations and search warrants and intercepts and
arrests that have led to the recovery of people in possession of prohibited firearms.”
Detective Leading Senior Constable Fisher urged anyone with information relating to the illegal possession
of firearms to come forward.
“We’re not comfortable with one stolen firearm being out there, let alone 40 and we would like to advance
some of these investigations with assistance from the public,” he said.
“We don’t want to see any of these firearms used in offences such as armed robberies or anyone being
injured or potentially killed.
“I won’t be comfortable ’til there’s no stolen firearms out there.”
He said many people had come forward with information in the past but the number of guns still at large
prompted the call for more information.

“People often give information that leads to solving these crimes,” he said.
“It’s just in these instances we’ve had a lack of information concerning these investigations and that’s
why we’re revisiting them and making a further appeal.”
Detective Leading Senior Constable Fisher reminded responsible and licensed firearm users to ensure
their firearms and ammunition were appropriately secured.
“Responsible members of the community should not be comfortable with it and therefore if they do have
information, let us know,” he said.
“In other words, if there is a case of someone having a suspicion, belief or knowledge of any offences
involving firearms and it hasn’t quite reached their level of discomfort, then take the time to consider what
the stolen firearms could be used for in the future.”
In one instance police recovered a stolen gun safe in Lockwood which had been emptied of its contents,
including two firearms and a quantity of ammunition.
“The guns and ammunition have been stolen from it and it’s just been dumped,” Detective Leading Senior
Constable Fisher said.
Victoria Police Crime Command has established a proactive investigating team following the recent
increase in firearms incidents across Victoria.
The proactive illicit firearms investigations team is based within the Purana Task Force with their primary
focus being the disruption of the supply of firearms, with the intention of preventing shootings.
The team will investigate identified incidents of organised firearms trafficking and will seek to identify
linkages between firearm related burglaries and organised crime groups.
The team works closely with regional police and the Armed Crime Squad and Santiago Task Force.

Anyone with information should contact the Bendigo
Police Station on 5448 1300 or Crime Stoppers on 1800
333 000 or visit www.crimestoppersvic.com.au.
Illegal guns seized by Bendigo police. Picture: DARREN
HOWE

GCCA Calendar of Events.
21 Feb 16

Collectors Shoot at the Shelbourne Quarry Range

3 March 16

March Committee Meeting to be held at the home of Leighton & Sue Rawlings

8 March 16

March General Meeting – Quarry Hill Community Hall, Hamlet Street at 7.30pm. Theme: Old Tools

20 March

Collectors Shoot at the Shelbourne Quarry Range.

CLUB PATRON
The Castlemaine Rifle club held its 115th Annual Prize Meeting on 7th November. The
Club was very pleased to have Maree Edwards, State Member for Bendigo West to be our
official guest of honour. Maree has helped the Club in gaining a grant through 'The Shooting
Sports Facilities Program' to enable the Club to improve and maintain facilities on the range
that was first gazetted in 1861.
Maree spoke of her connections to rifle shooting with her family being very active
with the Maryborough Rifle Club. Maree presented all winners with their trophies with the
event being won by Bendigo's Commonwealth Games Gold Medallist Geoff Grenfell.
In a coup for shooting sports generally the Club was honoured to have Maree accept
the request to be the Patron of the Castlemaine Rifle Club. This continues a long association
with The Victorian Government going back to when Sir H.S.W. Lawson was President of the
Club from 1912 to 1946, a period of 34 years. Sir Harry was also the Premier of Victoria from
1918 to 1924. Some of the older members have told stories of Sir Harry riding his pushbike
from his home in North Castlemaine to the range with his .303 rifle on his back.
Hoping that the shooting sports and allied interests receive ongoing support and
recognition as we should. This is a big step forward.
Submitted by Chris Jolme the Captain of the Castlemaine Rifle Club and Vice-President of
the Golden City Collectors Association of Bendigo.

Pictured above: Maree Edwards, MP presents event winner and Commonwealth Games Gold Medallist
Geoff Grenfell with the winning trophy as President Chris Jolme looks on.

There is now such thing as a triple barreled shotgun
January 22, 2016. http://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/military/there-is-now-such-thing-asa-triple-barrelled-shotgun/news-story
There’s more innovation in guns than ever
before. Allison BarrieFox News
FROM a starter AR through to triple-barreled
shotguns, SHOT Show is heaving with new long
guns this year.

different in a shotgun?

The list of new long gun options for 2016 leaves
buyers spoiled for choice. Considering investing in
your first assault rifle? Thinking about buying a
new hunting rifle? Looking for something

Here are three new choices brought to you by Colt, Browning and Chiapas.
STARTER AR — COLT EXPANSE M4
At SHOT Show, Colt introduced a new AR called the Expanse M4 — and it falls within the more budgetfriendly end of the AR spectrum. Many are describing it as a great “starter AR”.
This is a straightforward AR-15 with the standard M4 type features and chambered in 5.56 NATO.
The Expanse M4 weighs 2.9kg, is finished in black matte and has a collapsible and adjustable buttstock.
With an overall length of 81 to 90cm, the direct impingement gun has a 41cm lightweight barrel.
Colt is also introducing some other new models this year. The exquisite Colt Competition Pistol and the
Colt Lightweight Commander will become available. The Expanse is expected to retail for about $US699.
BROWNING X-BOLT HELLS CANYON SPEED
For the hunter who loves his, or her, Browning bolt-action hunting rifle, Browning revealed a new
enhanced X-Bolt, the Hell’s Canyon SPEED.
Designed to be even more robust and offer even softer shooting, an Inflex recoil pad helps to squash recoil
and redirect it down and away from your cheek. The muzzle brake can be readily taken off and swapped
with the thread protector that is included. The feather trigger is adjustable.
Triple barreled shotguns are in. Source: Twitter
Made out of lightweight composite, the stock reduces overall weight, making it easier to haul around. To
enhance concealment (and look cool) the stock is finished in A-TACS Arid Urban camouflage.
The stiff, fluted barrel is heavy sporter with a target crown and finished in Cerakote Burnt Bronze.
To aid straight shooting, both the action and barrel are bedded and free floated. The idea is that you can
take a Hells Canyon Speed out of the box and bingo! You’ve got accuracy straight away.

Lots of production rifles need an upgrade to take detachable magazines, not so with this rifle. You can go
ahead and take extra magazines out hunting for easy reload.
Browning is also introducing a fantastic Hells Canyon SPEED clothing line. A wide range of calibers will be
available when the guns start shipping. The 243 Win, for example, will weigh 2.9kg and retail for
approximately $US2000.
THREE BARRELED SHOTGUNS — CHIAPPA TRIPLE CROWN
For the Triple Crown shotgun, a shotgun with three barrels, Chiapas revealed two new gauges, the 20 and
28. Its break action is just like a standard two barrel, but with a third barrel above the two lower ones. The
firing sequence of the barrel is right, left top.
This shotgun is designed to be a smart choice for survival and home defense situations. The
interchangeable choke tube gives the user the advantage of various pattern options.
The Triple Crown has a white receiver and walnut stock. Both the new gauges have a 66cm barrel and the
overall length of the shotgun is 109cm. The weight of the 20 gauge is 3.4kg and the 28 gauge is 3.2kg.
The new shotguns will retail for approximately $US2, 039 — $2,079.

Edward (Ted) Spicer receives a well-deserved
‘Life Membership’
Towards the end of 2015 President Greg Penna
presented Ted Spicer with a very well-deserved
Life Membership. Ted joined the Club in
February 1996 and has always been a great
contributor.

Ted served on the Committee for
many years, audited the Club
books each year and has always
been prepared to offer assistance
whenever needed and wherever
possible. Ted’s interests include
collecting medals, handguns and
a love of researching family
history.

Congratulations Ted!

Ted is pictured above with his wife Jean & daughter Wendy
who are very proud of his achievement, and are seen here
supporting the Club at Lake Weeroona on Australia Day.

All jokes aside, Australia Post has put up the cost of postage to $1.00 to deliver each Parthian
Shot by mail, making it of the utmost importance to send as many copies as possible by email.
A motion was passed at our January Meeting that anyone who has an email address must
receive their Newsletter electronically, or pay $10 per year for postage.
If we don’t have your email address either Karen or I will ring you to obtain it, or you could
send a message to Karen at karen355@tpg.com.au to supply us with your email address.
Thanking You…….. Sue Rawlings, Editor

